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We, the members of the Philippine Blessed Central Family, hereby proclaim the following resolutions in light of the latest events taking place in our movement.

Recent events, particularly the supposed proclamation of our True Parents released by the World Mission Department, and the charges filed against Hyun Jin Nim and UCI, have highly jeopardized True Parents’ integrity and have placed them, particularly True Father, in the position of possibly being subpoenaed by the U.S. Courts, and being further exposed to more humiliating situations that could cause further damages to the worldwide foundation of our movement.

We are blessed central families who, on our own volition, have decided to work with the Global Peace Festival Movement in pursuit of building Cheon Il Guk. We have been branded in many ways, including being called rebels, betrayers, breakaways and disobedient. We have been told that our blessed children cannot receive the Blessing. There were times that we were not allowed to enter the church centers to attend services, because of worry that we would influence other church members. We have been questioned for teaching the Divine Principle to our guests. The core of our lectures is questioned, even though nothing changed in the way we teach the Divine Principle centered on True Parents as the messiah. Stories have spread that we are no longer doing hoondokhwe, and our centers do not hang True Parents’ pictures. How would they know that nothing has changed in the way we uphold our traditions and that we have continued just the same way they do, when they do not go to our centers and homes? Finally, some of us have been excommunicated. To us, these are serious accusations, but we continue to move forward without letting them affect us greatly, as obviously we can see that our movement is passing a time of great challenges and misunderstanding. Moreover, nobody can take away our love and faith in God and True Parents and the True Family.

Yet, we believe that there is still one factor common to us all. We are all sincerely hoping and praying for the bright sunlight to finally shine at the end of this darkest night that our movement is experiencing. Who would ever wish to continuously live under these circumstances? Can we, members end this? Or can the beloved True Children, who are the fruits of God’s True Love, True Parents’ life-long sacrifices and the 6,000 years Providence of Restoration, who have the positions and authority?

As simple blessed families who were lovingly raised up by True Parents, it is our utmost desire to work together with the entire force of the worldwide blessed family community for no other reason, but to see God and True Parents comforted and happy as we all work together to substantiate Cheon Il Guk. It is with only the deepest love towards God, True Parents and the True Family; and without a single doubt, but with crystal-clear motivation that we have set our gears to take this course of building Cheon Il Guk in the Philippines.

Without going through the labyrinth of ideas, it is with clear and simple thoughts, based on the guidance, teachings, speeches, and life course of our True Parents; their valuable trainings to us and the way True Parents have raised us up, that have become the natural instinct of our actions, that we make these statements with clear conscience. This is the same conscience that is pained to see the ongoing situation of our True Family and our movement. It is also with this same conscience that we make the following statements and plea to some of the True Children:

1. God is the Parent of all humankind, the Creator of all things, and is motivated by True Love.
He is unique, eternal, unchanging and absolute. Likewise, so are His ideals: the fulfillment of the three Great Blessings and the establishment of one family under God.

The Divine Principle clearly states that the purpose of God’s creation is to experience joy with His perfect objects. And so He created man in His own image after all other created things. He then gave the Three Great Blessings to the first created man and woman to realize one family under God. It has never been part of God’s original ideals to build a church or a religion. Remember that True Father declared the end of the era of religion and declared later the Era after the Coming of Heaven. Furthermore, True Father has taken down the signboard of the Unification Church (HSA-UWC) and has ushered in the Cheon Il Guk era through the creation of the Parent UN to unify the world’s cultures, religions, governments, races and ethnicities into one family under God1.

This is supposed to have been the role of the Universal Peace Federation as originally envisioned by our True Parents, which gave birth to many peace initiatives and programs around the world, including the Global Peace Festival. However, UPF has now turned out to be an extension of the church under the current leadership2.

2. True Parents are the True Parents of Heaven and Earth and humankind. They are the substantiation of God’s True Love and Ideals.

As the True Parents of Heaven and Earth and humankind, the King and Queen of Peace, they are above any situation, any conflict and any problem. They are the champions of conflict resolution, and have exemplified to us the way of victory over one’s enemy through love. Have they not embraced top communist leaders who considered True Parents as arch-enemies and even placed their names top on target lists? This leads us to categorically deny the statements that were allegedly issued by True Parents, and doubt the motives of those leaders who claim that True Parents declared people fallen Adam, Satan and heretic, especially a son of their own flesh3.

Our conscience naturally rejects these claims, knowing that it is not the nature of God and True Parents to meddle in petty things, curse people, and disclaim or excommunicate their True Son and members who have been loyally loving and following them. So we absolutely deny, reject, and disbelieve any such claims.

These claims are nothing but lies to support unprincipled motives. Who would even dare to implicate True Parents’ names in such claims? They not only cause tremendous pain in the heart of God and True Parents, but gravely disrespects and dishonors the divinity of our True Parents.

They appear to care for True Parents, but in reality they use True Parents’ names as their shield and easy access to members’ trust. However, a large majority has become silent and observant. (We believe that their conscience can detect those lies too.) Those who continue these abuses are not responsible and accountable for their plans and actions. If they were responsible leaders, it should have been their number one priority to protect the integrity of their top leader. Although it is next to impossible, even if such sensitive and delicate claims and directions were coming from True Parents, it should have been the attitude of a responsible elder or leader to carry out these directions without implicating True Parents’ names. However, in almost all the drastic decisions and disturbing directions and actions made by these leaders, they have almost always tagged True Parents’ names to paint themselves as obedient and to facilitate their plans at the expense of projecting an image of resentful, vindictive and angry True Parents. This is completely unacceptable!

3. God’s providence and True Parents’ providence are one: fulfilling God’s original ideals of the creation based on the establishment of God’s model ideal family.
We categorically deny and reject the speech of Rev. Hyung Jin Moon, that True Parents mission is not to build an ideal family. We have to remind ourselves that based on the Divine Principle, the foundation of the ideal world is ideal families; and the model of these ideal families is the True Family.

We ask if there is anything wrong with Hyun Jin Nim’s activities and his efforts to unify the cultures of the world by bringing together the religious and political leaders, as well as empowering blessed families worldwide under the vision of one family under God, which is the dream of God and True Parents, as well as humankind.

What else will follow after all the false accusations, persecution and character assassination against Hyun Jin Nim? He has not retaliated and all the time lovingly expressed his heart to save, protect and preserve the legacy of True Parents, which is evident in his guidance from each meeting that we had the opportunity to attend.

We are hereby making a plea to the elders and church leaders to clear True Parents, especially True Father, and prevent a possible subpoena by a U.S. court. This is a result of the baseless and false allegations made in court. They know this may never progress in their favor, but will only put True Parents in greater humiliation, making them responsible for such actions.

We as blessed central families of the Philippines cannot bear to see our True Parents appear in the US court. We are appealing to all brothers and sisters worldwide to stand together and demand that these inconsiderate people quickly desist their legal proceedings and drop all charges filed against Hyun Jin Nim and UCI. This lawsuit will ultimately lead to undermining True Parents’ physical condition and integrity.
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